ABSTRACT. The character theoretic approach [5] to the enumeration of rooted maps in an orientable surface of arbitrary genus is extended to 2-face-colorable rooted maps. In particular, we show that there exists, for each genus, a correspondence between the set of 2-colored triangulations and a set of 2-colored rooted maps of all lower genera with a distinguished subset of vertices.
INTRODUCTION
A previous paper [5] was concerned exclusively with the combinatorial interpretation of products of pairs of permutations, one of which is a fixed point free involution, in which information has been retained about their number of cycles. It was seen that an appropriate context is the embedding of rooted graphs in orientable surfaces. It is therefore natural to seek an analogous combinatorial interpretation of products of pairs of permutations with no such restriction and, more generally still, products of a finite number of them, with a similar retention of information about the number of cycles in each.
In §2 we define a permutation system, an extension of the rotation systems used in [5] to a product of a finite number of prescribed conjugacy classes, and give their connection with embeddings of 2-face-colorable maps. Throughout this paper, all surfaces are oriented and without boundaries. Generating functions for certain subclasses of these maps are derived in §3. Factorizations for permutation systems are given in §4 and are used in §5 to obtain two bijections. These are between rooted 2-colored maps with all root-colored faces having degree rand 2r-face-regular maps and between 2-colored rooted triangulations and 2-colored rooted maps.
Necessarily, extensive use is made of character theoretic results stated in [5] . However, references to this paper have been confined, in the main, to the proofs of a few character theoretic results on which this extension rests. Notation and terminology are those used in [5] , to which the reader is therefore referred for basic definitions, such as those for embeddings and rotation systems, which are not duplicated here. For further details concerning combinatorial topology, the algebra of symmetric functions and representation theory, the reader may consult [3] , [6] , and [7] , respectively. The notation which is used throughout the paper is given below.
For an integer n > 0, we write 0 f-n to indicate that 0 is a partition of n. The partition (p, ... , p) f-kp is denoted by [pk] . The conjugate of o is denoted by {j. For s1' ~ ff = {I , 2, ... }, TI.w denotes the set of all partitions with no part not in s1' . The set {O f-n} is a natural index set for the conjugacy classes of 6 n , the symmetric group on n symbols. The conjugacy class corresponding to 0 is denoted by ~. The order of ~ is h 8 
The group algebra of 6 n over the complex field C is denoted by C6 n . Multiplication of permutations is carried out from right to left. A permutation in 6 kp is p -semiregular if its cycle-type is [pk] . Occasionally, we drop the prefix and refer to such permutations as semiregular.
X8 denotes the irreducible (ordinary) character associated with ~ and x! denotes its value at any element of ~ where n, 0 f-N. We adopt the convention that the character associated with the empty partition is identically 1 and that X! = 0 if 101 i= Inl· The degree, t , of the irreducible representation indexed by 0 is equal to X~ N] • The rising and falling factorial functions are, respectively,
and
Finally, H8(X) denotes the polynomial TI I :S i9 (8)(X -i + 1) (8, The generating function A~)(xI"'" x p ) for C",(tl"'" t p ) is given [4] as follows.
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We note in passing that Ai:~l(x) = xn and, more generally, that A~) = X/(Iff) , where If! f-N, and that Ai:~l(x, y) = (xy)(n). These are immediately verifiable through the combinatorial interpretation of permutation systems, and with the aid of Theorem 2.1 they may be rewritten immediately as character sum identities. Theorem 2.1 can also be used [4] in conjunction with the material of [5] ( §3) to give, for example, the number of ways of expressing a permutation as a product of a specified number of full cycles and transpositions (not necessarily adjacent ones).
A permutation system of order 2 is a generalization of a rotation system, so [5, Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.5] the generating function for rooted maps may be expressed as follows in terms of Ai~ll and the operator
(1)
Quf(x,y, z)=2u z 8z (xu ,yu '2zu).
A permutation system (p, (J) on a finite set 'l/ , such that the group generated by (J and p is transitive on 'l/, is called a hypermap [2] . A hypermap is therefore a generalization of a rotation system since the condition that one of the permutations be a fixed point free involution no longer applies. Walsh [10] exhibited a bijection between hypermaps and edge-labeled bipartite maps. This we give in its dual form after the following definitions.
A p -face-colorable map is a map whose faces may be assigned colors from a designated set of size p, called the color set, such that no edge separates faces of the same color. A p -face colored map is a p-face-colorable map with a permissible assignment of faces to colors. For example, the four color problem states that every map on the sphere is 4-face-colorable. For a rooted facecolored map, the color assigned to the root face is called the root color. For a 2-face-colored map, we may refer to the other color as the nonroot color. For a 2-face-colored map, interchange of the root-face-color corresponds to the reversal of the direction of the root edge.
Let JJ be a rooted 2-face-colorable map, with edge set E(JJ) = {I , ... , n} , embedded in an orientable surface ~. Directions are assigned to the edges of JJ so that the edges of the boundary of each face are directed consistently with the root edge. For each vertex v of JJ , we specify a cyclic list of origins of edges For example, Figure 1 gives a 2-colored rooted edge-labeled graph ~. The root edge of ~ is labeled 1. The directions of the edges labeled 2, 3, ... , 9 are induced by the direction of the root edge. Clearly, v = (2)(53)(7619)(48), E = (12389)(4567), and ¢ = (125)(34)(6)(78) (9) . The corresponding hypermap is therefore ( (2)(53)(7619)(48), (12389)(4567)).
Lemma 2.4. For each rooted map on n edges there correspond t'(n) = (n -I)! edge-labeled rooted maps.
Not every (v, E) E <5~ corresponds to a hypermap, since v and E may not generate <5 n • However, a combinatorial description can be given to every element of <5 n . To this end, for p, a E <5 N' let lip, all denote the number of orbits of the group generated by p and a. For any J <;;; ~ and any .w; , .w; <;;; ./Y , let 9') ,.w; be the set of all ordered pairs of permutations (p, a) on the elements of J such that p has no cycles of length not in .w; and a has no cycles of length not in .w;. Let Y.f' ,.w; = {(p, a) E 9') ,.w;: lip, all = I} . .w..w. Proof. For (p, a) E 90/' 2, let :ll be the group generated by P and a.
Suppose that :ll has orbits ~, ... ,J m . Let Pj be the permutation formed by the product of the cycles of P which act on Jj , for j = 1 , ... , m. Let O'j be the permutation formed by the product of the cycles of a which act on Jj , In view of Lemma 2.4 and the Euler-Poincare formula, it is convenient to introduce the mapping e u defined by 
au (X'Y\,Y2'z)=U zaz (xu ,Y1u 'Y2 U ,zu).
The operator au corresponds in the 2-colored rooted map (hypermap) case to the operator Qu' defined in §2, for rooted maps.
Lemma 3.1.
Proof. (1) It follows from Corollary 2.5 that 10g.9' sf. sf. is the generating func- Proof. Given a rooted map, replace each edge by a digon. This operation is reversible and does not affect the genus. 0
To illustrate the methods of both this paper and [5] , we include an algebraic proof of this result.
Proof(an algebraic proof of Proposition 3.2). Let

J.r;!i'(x, Y2) = L hEy;(E) L X~nlX: He(x).
fEll"" 
The result follows by duality, once the appropriate substitutions have been made to recover the genus. 0
The next corollary gives the generating function P d d for some combina-
torially useful choices of st; and .w; .
Lemma 3.3.
(1) These are evident combinatorially as well as algebraically from Lemma 3.3.
Proposition 3.4.
( 
1) Cffff (u,x'YI'Y2'z) is a symmetric function in x,
jor 0 E $k, n' the sign depending only on
Many factorizations for permutation systems may be obtained. The one given relates to semiregular permutations and is used in §5 for combinatorial purposes. where the third summation is over all (0('), ... , O(p) ) such that OU) f-rS j for j = 1 , ... , p. Thus
where The result now follows by rearrangement of the series. 0 The two specific instances of Theorem 4.2 which are given in Corollary 4.3 have been selected since they lead to bijections between natural classes of rooted maps.
and (1) now follows from Theorem 4.2.
(2) When p = 3 and r = 1 then
and (2) follows from Theorem 4.2. 0
FACE-COLORED MAPS OF ARBITRARY GENUS
We are now in a position to give combinatorial applications of the factorizations for permutation systems.
(1) Setting g = 0 gives a generating function equation indicating a bijection between rooted 2r-face-regular maps on the sphere and rooted 2-colored maps on the sphere such that all root-colored faces have degree r. This bijection is a modification of the construction for the medial (e.g., [5, §5] ). Let /1 be a 2-colored map with all the faces of one color (white) having degree r. Now put a new vertex in each of the faces of the other color (shaded). Connect the new vertices to each of the vertices in the boundary of their faces. Remove the edges of /1 to obtain a new map /1* . This map is 2r-face-regular. An example is given in Figure 2 for the case r = 3 . 
Then from Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 4.3(2), When g = 0 we obtain a generating function equation corresponding to the known bijection [9] between rooted 2-colored triangulations on the sphere and rooted 2-colored maps on the sphere. An example of this bijection is given in Figure 3 and is defined as follows. Let J1 be a rooted 2-colored map. The image of J1 under this bijection is the union of the dual p of J1 and the medial J1* . To see that this is invertible, it is sufficient to note that the root vertex of p U J1* is the root vertex of J1. Since p u J1* is bipartite, the block 'J/ of the associated vertex partition of P u J1 * not containing the root vertex is the vertex set of p. Thus P is recoverable as the subgraph of P U J1* vertex-induced by 'J/. The remaining edges of P U J1* are the edges of J1* , and J1 and its root edge are recoverable.
Tutte [9] used the term bicubic for the duals of 2-colored rooted maps and used the bijection for the sphere in an early approach to the enumeration of planar maps. There may be a natural combinatorial interpretation of permutation systems of order greater than two.
